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International Women's.Tribune Centre, Inc.

345 East 46th Street, Room 815, New York, N. Y. 10017
Telephone: (212) 687-0728

To respond to the requests for information and technical assistance from women around the world involved
in developmental projects.
To develop communication methods and educational resource materials in collaboration with regional women's
resource centres.

The International Women's Tribune Centre (IWTC) began
in 1976 as a follow-up to the International Women ' s
Year Tribune in Mexico City, with a seed grant from
the Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA) .
Since its beginnings, IWTC has responded to requests
from women and groups, primarily from developing
countries, seeking information on plans for the United
Nations Decade for Women, help with communication
skills, material resources, project proposals and
other urgent needs. As the demand for assistance quickly expanded beyond the requests from participants at
the 1975 IWY Tribune, the Tribune Centre sought and
obtained major assistance from CIDA, the Netherlands
Ministry for Development Cooperation, the Swedish International Development Authority (SIDA) and the International Planned Parenthood Federation (IPPF) for the
1977-1978 year of operations.
The need to respond to long-range programming and
communication requests from groups in developing countries has prompted the Tribune Centre to seek additional financial commitments so that it can continue its
work through to 1980 and the UN Mid-Decade Conference
to be held in Tehran, Iran.

\

The International Women's Tribune Centre began as
a project of the Conference of Non-Governmental
Organizations in Consultative Status with the Economic and Social Council of the United Nations (CONGO) .
Financial assistance initially came from the Canadian
International Development Agen~y (CIDA) . CONGO was
the parent body for the IWY Tribune Organizing Commit tee in 1975.
The Centre was subsequently incorporated as an independent non-profit organization, with a small board
of directors and a larger international advisory commit tee consisting of women in prominent decision- making
positions in both government and non- government women ' s
activities in their home countries and reqions . This
group is available at all times for advice and feedback concerning IWTC plans and programmes . (See Appendices for list of directors and international advisory
committee members) .

The Tribune Centre serves as a support organization,
whose programme activities are shaped by requests for
assistance received from individuals and groups active ly involved in women and development projects . In lending assistance to efforts in this area, the Centre
places major emphasis on those activities which seek
to enhance women ' s decision-making capabilities and
which seek to fully and equally integrate women into
mainstream development programmes.
The Tribune Centre does not initiate projects or programme activities. It provides support to existing
programmes now being undertaken by women at the local,
national and regional level, through close collaboration with existing groups and regional centres .
The Tribune Centre is not a research centre nor is it
research-oriented. It does attempt to present relevant
research findings and data in forms appropriate for
use by individuals and groups involved in project
activities . In this respect, the Centre serves as a
linkage point between research and action-oriented
programme implementation.
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The Tribune Centre does not duplicate the efforts of
other organizations or groups working in the women
and development field . When possible, the Centre
matches requests for assistance with sources . When
such assistance is not available , the Centre draws
upon its international staff and short- term consult ants to respond to needs which do not fit into offic ially pre-determined cate gories.
Tribune Centre activities have developed into the
following broad areas:

A. Support services .

B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Project data bank .
Slide archives .
Information exchange .
Newsletters (English and Spanish).
Country profiles.

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

"Point of Entry" activities for overseas women.
Lialson with United Nations departments & agencies.
Liaison with non-governmental organizations.
Liaison with government departments.
Professional contacts ,

3. T~cH!-llc;~~ Aii1st9c\hC:~

~
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A . · collaborative · projects: -development & utilization of regional resource books .
- development & utilization of multi - media kits.
- development & utilization of information networks .

I

B . Workshops:
- low-cost media techniques .
-using media in participatory ways .
-how to use simple photography ,
-information gathering in the women & development field .
-library techniques for non- librarians.
C. Media for support of regional activities :
-slide/ tape mini-series on women and development .
-posters/ "clip-art" booklets for cutting & pasting
in preparation for offset publications.
- "how-to" manuals for production of media materials .

3
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The Tribune Centre receives materials on women and development
activities, projects, conferences and studies from individuals
and groups around the world. This information, in addition to the
growing collection of books, articles , periodicals , papers, pamphlets and reports, has provided the nucleus for a Resource Centre
specializing in women and development materials . Particular attention has also been directed toward the identification and acqu i s ition of inexpensive and free development publications , training
materials, low-cost audio/visual materials, proverbs, mus ic and
posters useful to women engaged in developmental activities . The
Centre provide s the following services:

Requests ranging from information on project activities in specific
countries to training materials on a particular subject or issue
are handled daily . Where information is not available at the Centre ,
a search is instituted amongst other collections and organizations .
These requests come from local and regional sources , United Nations
departments, UN Specialized Agencies and non - governmental organi zations .
PLANNED DEVELOPMENT :
- To increase the present collection of training
materials, unpublished papers , newspaper clippings, periodicals, documents, etc .
-To continue developing current , subject - orient ed bibliographies °with an emphasis on actionoriented research and training materials.
-To keep a current listing of forthcoming conferences, seminars , workshops , and publicize
them as widely as possible.

*
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The project data bank contains approximately 500 descriptions ot ·
projects, cataloged by country and cross-referenced by subject. All
projects are involved with women and development activities in developing countries . This information is disseminated through the Newsletter
and provides the core material for resource books produced by the
Tribune Centre in collaboration with regional groups .

.

*
¥:

*

PLANNED DEVELOPMENT:
-Increase number of project descriptions on
file to include:
a. Projects undertaken by government developmept agencies .
b . Projects by international n'on-governmental
donor agencies.
c. Projects undertaken by non-affiliated
organizations.
d . Projects by international non - governmental
organizat;i.ons.
- Develop the cross-referencing of all projects
by subject.
- Annotate further reference material on each project .
- Coordinate project bank with other existing or
developing project data banks (e.g. UN project
listings).
- Possibly publish the project information for
dissemination amongst interested individuals and
organizations .

*
@ ~~ A\-C:HlVe ~ :

The slide archives contain more than 4,000 slides depicting women in
various activities in five regions and sub-regions: Latin America ,
the Caribbean, Asia, the Middle East and the South Pacific . Most of
the photography has been undertaken by staff photographers and consultants. The collection has already provided the basis for the production of several slide/tape presentations designed to encourage
greater awareness of women ' s roles in development .
PLANNED DEVELOPMENT:
-A more satisfactory method of cataloging and
cross-referencing developed to allow for easy
access to slides depicting women at work in
regions and by subject category.
-Continued priority given to slides depicting
women in growing number of non-traditional
activities .
-Archives to be made available for use by
regional women's organizations in the development of materials for programme activities .
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In its work as a clearinghouse of information on women and development issues , The Tribune Centre seeks to support rather than to
duplicate the efforts of other groups around the world . The Centre
participates in an informal , developing global network of women ' s
centres in an exchange of information and ideas . Close contact is
also maintained with documentation centres in other development related areas as well as with the United Nations . Efforts are also
directed towards creating a greater awareness of women and development concerns among information specialists in related fields such
as the social sciences and population/family planning . Direct
liaison is maintained with the Association for Population/Family
Planning Libraries and Information Centers (APLIC) , and with the
American advisory group International Social Science Information
Services and technologies (INSSIST), which is the United State s '
link to UNESCO's UNISSIST .

*

*

PLANNED DEVELOPMENT:
- To update and revise the g l obal information book
"Where On Earth Are The Women?" , produced by the
Tribune Centre in March, 1978.
- To produce a simple brochure on the services
offered by the Tribune Centre , for circulation
amongst information centres and groups .
- To co-sponsor some "working semina rs" with other
information groups around the world , so that
more satisfactory exchange of information can take
place .

@?l~W~L~'rTI!Rt :
Working closely with a Newsletter Advisory Committee , and responding
to correspondence received concerning each previous edition , the
Tribune Centre produces quarterly newsletters in English and Spanish
language editions . Each newsletter attempts to deal with one particular topic by providing descriptive information on projects currently being undertaken, annotated listings of resource materials and
groups providing technical assistance in that specific development
area and United Nations activities . Other UN news , such as recent
or forthcoming conferences and seminars of interest to women engaged
in development work is also added to each edition. The newsletters are
sent to over 4,000 individuals and groups around the world, including
over 1 , 000 in Latin America.
PLANNED DEVELOPMENT :
- Production of French edition in response to requests .
-Co- ordination of efforts with other newsletter- producing women ' s centres.
-Newsletter development workshol)> .

® c:ovtrrrY

-Pto"F!L ~z :

From information available in libraries , collections , United
Nations country missions and other resource centres, country
profiles on the role of women in national development are
collaboratively being developed . One world sub- region and five
countries representing other world regions have been chosen as
prototypes, the sub- region being the South Pacific and the
countries being: Kenya, Colombia, Jamaica, Syria and Indonesia .
It is hoped that these profiles will provide added insight int o
the present role of women in the development of their countries,
and the progress or lack of progress taking place at the national
level in the integration of women into the development process .
PLANNED DEVELOPMENT :
-Profiles to be developed into posters for easy
display . Also other media materials for use by
groups, e . g. workbooks, looseleaf booklets of
training materials, flip-charts, etc .
- Adaptation and development into "do-it- yourself"
community profiles as companion pieces .
- Expansion into regional and world profiles,
completed by the 1980 Mid-Decade Conference to be
held in Iran.
- World, regional, Country and Community Profile
Posters, possibly accompanied by slide mini - series
on "Women in World Development".
-Encouragement of expansion and development of
profiles by regional and national women's centres .

®
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As the UN Decade for Women gains momentum , the Tribune Centre
has expanded its liaison activities . These involve working with:
(1) International non- governmental organizations ; (2)United
Nations departments, specialized agencies and missions ; and (3)
other professional s within the development field . Of equal i mportance is the Tribune Centre ' s work with internationa l visitors ,
usua l ly referred to the Centre for consu l tati on . Serving as an
initial " point of entry" , Tribune staff seek to match needs with
available resources when possible , whether these resources be
found within the UN , amongst non-governmenta l organizat i ons or
foundations . This service is made possible by the Centre ' s ongoing dialogue with individuals and groups actively involved
with women and development projects and concerns, its close proximity to the United Nations, and its working relationship with a
number of international organizations.

@. ·romt
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During the past year, individuals from over 60 countr i es have
visited the Tribune Centre , many of whom attended the 1975 IWY
Tribune in Mexico City . Some of the visitors spend only a short
time with Centre personnel , making contact with a UN agency , or
being put in touch with someone in their field . Others stay for
some hours reviewing printed materials , looking at s l ide sets ,
or discussing issues with the staff . Still others make the Centre
their "home-base" throughout their New York stay . The range of
materials within the Resource Centre enables the Tribune to res pond to the diverse information needs of the overseas visitors,
and assistance is frequently given in adapting these mater i als
to meet specific needs . In turn, these visitors contribute to
the Centre ' s information base by providing first - hand accounts
of projects and activities presently underway . Their perspectives on various issues , and their awareness of problems relating
to women ' s efforts to become an integral part of the development
process are invaluable to the Centre ' s work .

*

*

PLANNED DEVELOPMENT:
-To continue fostering communication bet ween the
Centre and UN specialized agencies working in
women and development fields, so that overseas
visitors can be put in touch with them .
- To gather more detailed information on women ' s
issues being raised (or not raised) at world
conferences, such as land reform , science and
technology, technical cooperation, all subjects
that overseas visitors need more information on .

8
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In its work with the United Nations, the Tribune maintains an
on-going dialogue with departments involved with women and
development concerns, e . g . Branch for the Advancement of Women ,
with individuals within the UN Secretariat, and with programme
development personnel within the UN's Specialized Agencies .
Since the Resource Centre ' s collection of materials covers both
governmental and non-governmental activities in the field of
women and development, UN personnel often find the Centre a
useful source of information. Many of them also attend some of
the informal gatherings held at the Centre, at which individuals
from various countries and organizations meet and discuss
common issues and concerns.
PLANNED DEVELOPMENT:
-More extensive coverage of UN sessions where
discussion takes place on women and development
issues, or matters related to general development
concerns .
-Workshops and seminars on women and development
concerns, participants from both the UN and the
non-governmental organizations communities .

@ ~~~:~.~!~o
~~~s~!::.!~!:th/:~:~~

mental organizations in work in women and development issues . In
~"-~
addition to participating on various committees, Centre personnel
frequently provide material support and assistance for NGO
.....
__. 0
seminars dealing with developmental concerns relating to women.
An example of this type of support was the preparation of a global
information book entitled "Where On Earth Are The Women?", prepared for the international participants at the March 1978 NGO
seminar sponsored by the UN Decade for Women Committee . A working
session for these participants was also held at the Tribune Centre,
to familiarize them with resource materials available to them . In
addition to UN/NGO related activities, Tribune personnel have had
input into many other important projects, such as: A seminar for
international corporation executives, where a presentation was
prepared on the role women can and do play in the economic development of their countries; and the international workshops at the
U. S. National Women's Conference at Houston, where Ms . Mildred
Persinger, as Chair of the International Committee of the U.S .
National Commission for the Observance of IWY, helped organize opportunities for women from other countries to share their concerns with women from the United States . Tribune personnel prepared slide/tape sets and other media materials from the Houston
experience . with outside funding .

Y,
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PLANNED DEVELOPMENT:
-Closer communication with NGOs involved with
women and development activities , both within
and outside the UN/NGO community.
- More active role in NGO committees set up to
encourage stronger participation of NGOs in UN
planning for integration of women in development
processes at regional and national level.
-Closer cooperation with voluntary development
agencies , e.g . national church groups.
-Continued development of media materials that
will support and encourage NGO activities in the
field of women and development .

@ c;ove~NM~NT'~:
The Tribune Centre has participated in several women and development activities which were government sponsored or had government
input. One example of this was the seminar held in Jamaica on
"The Integration of Women in National Development in the Caribbean ",
attended by representatives of governments in the English-speaking
Caribbean . The Caribbean Resource Book and slide/tape set "Caribbean Women Speak Out" were prepared by the Tribune Centre as a
result of the decisions reached at this seminar, and in collaboration with the women who attended it . Government departments around
the world have contacted the Centre on many occasions , requesting
information on women and development concerns .
PLANNED DEVELOPMENT:
- Closer cooperation with government departments at
national level to accelerate the exchange of information on women and development .
-Closer cooperation with bilateral development
agencies of governments interested in women and
development activities at the national and
regional level.
-Closer cooperation with government departments
concerned with women and development matters , e.g .
Women ' s Bureaux, Women ' s Affairs Offices , and
National Committee 's on Women and Development.

\0

As professionals in their respective fields , Tribune Cent re st a ff
maintain close links with other professionals , particular ly in
the fields of information sciences , non-formal education, development and educational media . Participation in seminars is one example, such as Dr . Anne Walker's role in a World YWCA/ World Council
of Churches seminar on "Women in the Media" held in Beirut , Lebanon , where she led discussions on communication needs and priori ties for women within the context of on-going development efforts .
Dr . Walker and Dr . Semler were likewise involved in a seminar hosted by the Carnegie Corporation on evaluation priorities for women
and development projects . Resource Coo r dinator Ms . Martita Midence
has been active in professional organizations in the fie l d of
library science , especially with APLIC , to promote increased
awareness of women and development information needs .
PLANNED DEVELOPMENT:
- Continued links with professional organ i zations ,
including consultancies on women and development
media and information matters .
- Expansion of professional contacts , particularly
with "development specialists".
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Technical assistance in the production of media and ma te r ials
in support of women and development projects has received increased time and attention in res ~onse to the mounting requests
for assistance received by the Tribune Centre . Ms . Anne S . Walker ,
Director, and Ms. Vicki J . Semler, Associate Director,
assume primary responsibility for work in this area. Both have
a substantive background in educational media and non - formal
education within a development context and a working experience
in developing countries . This background , comb i ned with skil l s
in instructional material design , graphic and photographic
production, and journalism , enables the Centre to create a range
of low- cost , reproduceable and easily adapted mater i a l s.Assis tance is given not only in design and production , but also in
skill training on how to produce such materials . Because the
Tribune Centre ' s work is based on a response to requests, materials are produced in collaboration with individua l s and organi zations in other regions .

@
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Two regional resource books and one global information book have
been produced by the Tribune Centre during the past year, the
two regional books being joint efforts with women's resource
groups in the regions. The Caribbean Reg ional Resource Book Focus ing on Women in Development was one of the outcomes of the
seminar held in June 1 9 77 in Jamaica on " The Integrat i on of Women
in National Development in the Caribbean " . It includes sections
on: P rojects and organizations, with descriptions of over 230
projects focusing on women and development in the English-speaking Caribbean : Financ ial and techni c al assistance , with ideas
and suggestions on how to write funding proposals, how to pre pare budgets, and annotated lists of possible funding sources:
Bibliography of regional resourc e mate rials in the field of women
and development in the Caribbean: and the Regional Plan of Action
for the Caribbean , which came out of the seminar, and was inte grated into the United Nations Plan of Actio n for the Caribbean
and Latin America .

Accompanying the Resource Book is an 80-frarne slide/tape set,
Caribbean Women Speak Out,
for use by community groups and
individuals concerned with women and development activities in
the Caribbean . Developed in a three-part modular fashion , the
set encourages adaptation and revision according to particular
needs and interests and provides a starting point for the
visual documentation of Caribbean women ' s efforts to achieve
the objectives of the World Plan of Action . Both the slide/tape
set and the Resource Book are being distributed by the Caribbean
Coordinating Committee, headquarte£ed in Barbados .
·
The most recent resource book is the APCWD Women's Resource Book
1978, produced in collaboration with the staff of the United
Nations Asian and Pacific Centre for Women and Development,
Tehran, Iran . The director of the Tribune Centre, Ms. Anne S.
Walker, spent five weeks in Tehran working with APCWD personnel
in the collecting and setting out of the material for the book .
It is presently being distributed through United Nations channels
to all of the UNDP offices in the Asia and Pacific region , and
to selected UN departments, internati_9nat non- qovgrnpientql Qrg~ni--::
zations and foundations .
The APCWD book contains sections on :
APCWD activities; other regional groups; information on women ' s
organizations and departments in all of the countries of the
region; women's projects of special interest; and funding and
technical assistance possibilities. In addition, the Asian and
Pacific Plan of Action is included .
A slide/ tape set visualizing the activities, problems and special
needs of women in the Asia and Pacific region will be prepared as
additional media training material, under the title Out of the
Cracks and Crevices .

PLANNED DEVELOPMENT:
-Joint production of South Pacific Women ' s Re source Book with Pacific Women's Resource Centre.
-Possible joint production of African Women's
Resource Book with African Research and Training
Centre in Addis Ababa, Egypt .
-Possible joint production of Latin American
Women ' s Resource Book .
-Updating and evaluating of the Caribbean Resource
Book in collaboration with the Caribbean Coordinating Committee.
-Slide/tape sets to accompany resource books where
possible.
-Continuing assistance with u~ilization ideas apd
folluw-up activitie•s.
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Multi-media kits that focus attention on women ' s roles and
concerns in major issues are also being produced by the Tribune
Centre . This work is based on an underlying philosophy that
women's roles in development cannot be dealt with as an iso lated component but must be considered as an integral part of
mainstream development efforts. Kits are presently being pro duced in three specific areas: Disarmament, reviewing women's
involvement in peace and disarmament issues : Appropriate Technology, utilizing slides and materials from the Papua New
Guinea National Women's Workshop on Appropriate Technology ,
April-May 1978 : International Year of the Child, developed
modularly with three regional adaptations for Asia and the Pacific, Caribbean and Latin America, and Africa.
Each kit will contain slides, a tape, script, a newsletter
when relevant, flip-charts or graphic material, bibliography
of resource materials, and in the case of the IYC kit , a
schedule of events planned for the year.
In addition to these three resource packages, a mini-series
focusing on Woman and Development is also under production . Each
set in the series will comprise 15-20 slides and a cassette tape,
and will visualize statistical data regarding women ' s partici pation in specific areas of development . The first in the series
is
Women in the Workforce.
Because of the Tribune Centre ' s special expertise in the field
of educational media, assistance has been frequently provided
to other organizations engaged in women and development work .
This assistance has included: The design and production of two
slide/tape sets in English and Spanish on a community development project in El Salvador, using a Latin American consultant
from ·the region: Skill production workshops in the production of
low-cost media and multi-media kits: Design and production of
materials on the USA National Women's Conference in Houston .
PLANNED DEVELOPMENT :
-Produc tion of booklets and prototype materials
suggesting ways of utilizing media kits
-Adaptation of kits with regional input
-Available materials that are produced by other
groups adapted for spe c ific use of women
-Development and production of posters, miniradio broadcasts for use in regions , further
bibliographies, articles, etc., for inclusion in
kits .

t4
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Initial discussions have taken place with UN agencies and
other international information groups on the possibi lity of
holding a series of " working seminars " to work out ways of
more effectively exchanging information with each other .
In the area of regional exchanges of information on women
and development concerns , the director of the Centre will be
spending one month in September - October 1978 , working with the
Caribbean Women ' s Coordinating Committee on the development
of communication structures in that region . Discussions have
also taken place with the World YWCA South Pacific Regiona l
Secretary and the Pac ifi c Women ' s Resource Centre on the devel opment of more effect i ve information exchanges in tha t region .
In March 1978, a global information kit ent itl ed Where On Earth
Are The Women? was produced by the Tribune Centre , listing
major women ' s information journals , newsletters and other
publications , international women ' s groups , and regional women ' s
groups . It is intended that this production will be cons t antly
updated and amended as contact with groups is established .
PLANNED DEVELOPMENT:
- Continue working towards the holding of some
" work i ng seminars " with information groups .
- Develop communication network structures in
co llaboration with regional groups , for more
effective exchange of information between women ' s
groups .
- Develop closer links with UNESCO ' s Communication
and Development office , work with them in setting
up an international consultation of information
centres - Broaden contacts with other national , regional
and international information groups .
- Updating and reproduction of Where On Earth
Are The Women?
- Production of IWTC pamphlet setting out services
and activities of the Centre , to be distributed
widely amongst information groups , women ' s
groups , United Nations departments and non - government organizations .

15
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The Tribune Centre has conducted many different kinds of skill training workshops over the past year . Group workshops have been
highly successful: A working session in low-cost media for a group
of women for Francophone Africa in August 1977 has prompted re quests for more of these . Emphasis is placed on self - sufficiency
through the acquisition of skills in how to make and use lowcost media from available resources, and an effort is made to
enable women to become designers and developers of their own
communication materials based on issues and concerns they perceive as important .
Assistance is also frequently given in a more informal setting
and on a one - to - one basis with overseas visitors . Centre staff ,
for instance, are working with South Pacific visitors in the
adaptation of the " Caribbean Women Speak Out" slide/tape set ,
for use in the South Pacific .
Within the regions, Centre staff have also been able to conduct
workshops , most recently at the World YWCA Regional Conference,
in the Pacific , where Ms . Anne Walker was invited to run low- cost
media groups for YWCA staff in the region . The enthusiasm gene rated at this workshop prompted the Papua New Guinea delegation
to request her assistance at the PNG National Women ' s Workshop
on Appropriate Technology in April - May , and further media work shops were conducted at this meeting . A Caribbean Media Workshop
is planned for September 1978 , in collaboration with the Caribbean Coordinating Committee .
In July, Ms . Vicki Semler was invited to participate in a workshop
on Educational .Media for the Integration of Low-Income Women in
Latin America , organized by Human Resources .Management , Inc ., and
held in Costa Rica . Ms . Semler gave a presentation on the work of
the International Women ' s Tribune Centre and gathered information
on further women ' s projects for inclusion in the Spanish - language
edition of the Centre ' s newsletter . The response from Latin American
women ' s groups since the introduction of Spanish-language services
has been overwhelmingly positive .
PLANNED DEVELOPMENT:
- Extension of workshops into the information gathering area, with workshops specifically
for women and development information groups .
- Workshops in library techniques for nonlibrarians.
- Continuance and expansion of workshops in lowcost media techniques, use of media in participatory ways, and use of simple photography.
- Regional workshops , as requested by regional
women ' s groups, to stimulate production of
media materials and communication needs at the
regional level.

lb

The Tribune Centre ' s work is based on a response to requests
from women and women ' s groups in the regions . Some of these
requests however , take the form of information enquiries and
vague indications of needs not fully outlined, suggesting the
possible need for clearer , more visual data . In an effort to
meet this demand, the Tribune Centre produces media materials
that attempt to illustrate the needs and concerns of women
involved in developmental activities around the world . A mini series on women and development is under production , with the
first short slide/ tape set being on women in the workforce.
Feedback already received on this set has so far been very
positive, and other sets in the series will be appearing soon .

PLANNED DEVELOPMENT:
- A series of posters , illustrating the country
data being collected for the country profiles .
It is intended that some posters would be for
each specific country , while others will group
together all of the data for purposes of comparison. The posters will be graphically illus trated and colourful .
- "Clip - art " booklets , containing illustrations
that might be useful to women ' s groups who
produce their own publications , presented so
as to be easily traced, cut - out , and pasted
ready for printing .
- "How- to " manuals , on the production of flip charts, newsletters , pamphlets , slide/ tape sets ,
posters , etc. , for use by women ' s groups who
want to produce their own media materials in
the regions .
-Media material development (slide/tape sets ,
multi - media kits , posters , etc . ) on some of
the issues before the United Nations.
- Continued development of the " mini - series "
on women and development, with possible sets
on women and politics, women in non - traditional
occupations , women and communications, etc.
-Radio mini - series on relevant topics , in a
variety of formats, for use by local radio
stations in the regions , and with suggestions
for local input .
-Appropriate technology posters developed by
region , with possibilities for cross - regional
utilization .
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The fol l owing six pages attempt to des c ribe in some detai l the
estimated expenditure of t he Tribune Centre over the three years 1 978 1 981 . The 1978- 1979 year estimated expenditure is broken down in greater
detail than the fol l owing two years . A ful l statement of estimated ex penditures for each of the three years is available on request .
F ir st page : List of funding agencies approached by IWTC .
Second page : Est i mated expenditure/ personnel .
Thi rd page : Estimated expenditure/ programme .
Fourth page : Vo l untary work .
Fifth page : Total estimated expenditure.
S i xth page : Notes on the budget .
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Ncve¼\b(\i'" 19~ B GOVERNMENT INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AGENCIES :
Interest Shown :
Ministry of Development Co - operation , The Netherlands .
Ministry of Overseas Development , United Kingdom .
[
Development Assistance Committee of OECD .

Negative Response :
Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA) .
Danish International Development Agency (DANIDA) .
No Response Yet Received :
Swedish International Development Authority (SIDA) .
General Administration for Development Co - operation , Belgium .
Ministry for Co- operation , Cultural & Social Department , France .
Development Co-operation Department , Ministry of Foreign Affairs , F i n l and .
Technology Section , Ministry for Economic Co- operation , Germany .
Norwegian Agency for International Development (NORAD) .
Australian Development Aid Bureau (ADAB) , Department of Fore i gn Affairs .
External Aid Division , Ministry of Foreign Affairs , New Zealand .
Department for the Advancement of Women ' s Affairs , Office of the
Prime Minister , Japan .
UNITED NATIONS:
Interest Shown :
[ UNFPA.
Unable to Help Except Through Regional Projects :
UN Voluntary Fund for the Decade for Women .

@

NON- GOVERNMENTAL AGENCIES:
Interest Shown :
Centrale voor Bemiddeling bij Medefinanciering (CEBEMO) , The Netherlands.
Church Women United , USA.
Grant Made :
United Methodist Church of the USA , Board of Global Ministries .
- $10 , 000 .
No Response Yet Received:
Evangelische Zentralstelle fur Entwicklungshilfe E . V. (EZE) , Germany .
Interkerkelijke Coordinatie Commissie Ontwikkelingsprojekten (ICCO) ,
The Netherlands .
Nederlandse Organisatie voor Internationale Ontwikkelingssamenwerking .
United Presbyterian Church of the USA.
IPPF , United Kingdom.
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Director

25 , 000

8 , 000

3 , 000

9 , 000

5 , 000

Associate Director

23 , 000

8 , 000

2 , 000

9 , 000

4 , 000

Area Specialists (2)

35 , 000

19 , 000

4 , 000

9 , 000

3 , 000

Resource Specialist

17 , 000

11 , 000

2 , 000

2 , 000

2 , 000

7 , 000

2 , 000

4 , 000

1 , 000

12 , 000

6 , 000

1 , 000

2 , 000

3 , 000

9 , 000

7 , 000

1 , 000

Typists (2)

18 , 000

9 , 000

2 , 000

5 , 000

2 , 000

Benefits

20 , 850

10 , 850

2 , 000

5 , 000

3 , 000

166 , 850

80 , 850

17 , 000

45 , 000

24 , 000

Short-Term Consultants

$Upro"f+:
Administrator
Resource Assistant

'rof~l. ~'a'Js-i9
19"l~-80

197 , 325*

1~B0•81

211 , 125*

$575 , 300

1 , 000

(*Additional Area Specia l ist for Francophone Africa)
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400

100

300

1 , 200

20 , 000

10,000

2 , 000

6 , 000

2 , 000

4 , 000

1 , 500

1 , 000

1,000

500

Postage

20 , 000

16 , 000

1 , 000

1 , 000

2,000

Printing & Paper

23 , 000

13 , 500

1 , 000

5 , 500

3 , 000

7 , 000

1 , 000

Supplies/ Periodicals

10 , 000

4;000

Equipment

14,000

1 , 000

Travel

20 , 000

1 0 , 000

2 , 000

Occupancy (Rent & Elec .)
Telephone

Reproduction

6 , 000
3 , 500

2 , 000

4 , 000

2 , 000

3 , 000

G, 000

1,000

1,000

500

500

15,000

3 , 000

1 , 000

2 , 000

5 , 000

3 , 000

1 , 500

250

750

500

,-o'l'\l 1<?J'JB-'19

140 , 000

62 , 900

1 0 , 350

36 , 550

19,200

1<3'2CJ-Bo

131 , 500

19Bo-81

139 , 000

Hospitality
Contingency*
Miscellaneous

:S-Yt.A'r 1hf~L.

$410 , 500

c~nfqt-

Dt~e 0 PM~n1' l:lPe}J.
~ ADNUtl.

2 , 000

Professional Fees

I"

'Rt~our~~

500

* In the event that the Tribune Cen tre has to move to
new q u arters during the 1 978 -1 979 year .

7 , 000

4,000

11, 000

During the 1977- 1 978 year of activities , it is
estimated that the Tribune Centre received more
than $40,000 in terms of voluntary work from
various professional consultants . This has been
worked out in the following way:
Mildred E . Persinger (full - time) ... .
Victoriana Mejia (from April) . . .. . ..
Suvira Chaturvedi (from May , p/time)
Other part- time volunteers .. . . . .. .. .

.
.
.
.

$18 , 000
$ 9 , 000
$ 5 , 000
$ 8 , 000

$40,000

In addition, all professional staff worked many
hours of over-time with no additional remunera tion. Without this donated time and talent, the
work of the Tribune Centre would have been
severely curtailed .
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PERSONNEL

1 66 , 850

PROGRAMME

140,000

~3 06 , 850

1~':l~-So ~
PERSONNEL

197,325

PROGRA_111ME

131 , 500

S328 , 87"i·

l~Bo-81 ~
PERSONNEL

211 ,1 25

PROGRAMME

139 , 000

11\t~~ -Y~A'r -ro'l'AL

$350 ,1 25

$985 , 800

* Aqc\itioh of frt~<!h-S'pt~kin9 ~rt~ sr~~i~li~t
to ~tr'l~ Ai~C:q\t\ ~tqut~ts

NOTES ON STATEMENT OF ESTIMATED EXPENDITURE:
Personnel:
The Director and Associate Director are also responsible for all of the
media development projects - conceptualizing , developing, producing and
evaluation.
The two Area Specialists are: The Latin Ameri c an Coordinator and Spanish
newsletter editor; and the Asia and Pacific Coordinator and director of
the country profile project . In the 1979-1980 year , a French - language
Africa Coordinator will be recruited and a French- language newsletter
instituted.
The Resource Specialist is responsible for the administration and operation
of the Resource Centre area of activities. Because of the increase in vol ume of work in this area , a Resource Assistant is also to be included.
Short- Term Consultants will continue to be called upon for projects that
require specific technical and regional expertise not available amongst
the full-time staff. Examples of this will be: The mini - radio broadcasts
for the regions , when Ms. Sonia Mills , journalist/broadcaster from Jamaica,
will provide needed expertise and sensitivity: Slide/tape sets and packages
undertaken for Latin America and the Spanish- speaking Caribbean, when the
talents of Ms. Adela Alonso, media consulta~t/photographer from Venezuela ,
will once again be called upon.
Programme:
Postage: This amount is estimated on a basis of four English-language news letters and four Spanish- language newsletters per year ($2,000 per English
newsietter mailing, $1,000 per Spanish newsletter mailing), plus normal
Centre overseas mailings .
Printing and Paper: This amount estimated on a basis of four English news letters and four Spanish newsletters per year ($1,000 per English news letter printing, $600 per Spanish newsletter printing) plus $4,000 for
country profile publications , $4,000 for collaborative projects in the
regions (including regional resource books) and other Centre publication
expenses.
Reproduction : Refers to the duplication costs entailed in slide sets.
Supplies/Periodicals : This amount c overs the costs of periodicals , journals
and general supplies for the Resource Centre and training activities partic ularly.
Equipment: As a production centre of increasing stature, the Tribune Centre
urgently requires some basic production equipment, e . g ., typewriters , a
dry - mount press , basic <lark-room equipment, binder, paper- cutter, etc .

_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _.,_,4 ..__ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _..._
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MILDRED E . PERSINGER
Mildred Emory Persinger serves in a volunteer capacity as chair person of the International Women ' s Tribune Centre . A major part
of her work concerns the maintaining of contacts with the United
Nations and other governmental and non - governmental agencies in volved in women and development activities .
Ms . Persinger ' s international work spans more than 30 years . Ex tensive experience as a non - governmental organization representa tive at UN meetings and conferences has given a good working knowledge of other NGOs and Mission personnel , enabling her to be in
touch with appropriate UN individuals at the UN in New York and
Geneva on matters of common concern when necessary .
As chairperson of the 1975 IWY Tribune in Mexico City , Ms . Persinger increased her world- wide linki with women leaders and
women ' s organizations, established through the World YWCA . Her
awareness of the diversity of needs and aspirations of the more
than 6, 00 0 women who participated in the Tribune has been a factor
in the continuing response of these women towards the Tri bune
Centre ' s present effort to facil i tate a supportive netwo r k res ponsive to the needs of individuals and groups engaged in women
and development activities . These relationships were recognized in
President Carter ' s designation of Ms . Persinger to the continuing
US National Commission for the Observance of International Women ' s
Year , and her su.'bsP.quent appointment to the chair of the Commission ' s
International Committee.
Ms. Persinger began her volunteer career by helping to organize a
programme to resettle emigres from Europe following World War II ,
and assisted in the creation of a coalition of national organizations
to campaign against racial discrimination in the military and in
industry . For 20 years , she served on the National Board os the
YWCA of the USA , chairing two committees--the National Committee
on Public Policy and the Peace with Justice Task Force . Ms . Per singer now serves as the NGO observer at the UN for the National
YWCA of the USA , and is part of the World YWCA team covering ECOSOC .
As a member of the National Board of the United Nations Association
of the USA , she has assisted in the developing of major committees
to watchdog and recommend USA/ UN policy , testifying at Congressional
hearings and stimulating citizen action on behalf of the UN and its
member agencies .
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ANNE S. WALKER
Dr. Anne S. Walker is the International Women's Tribune Centre's
director and material resource coordinator, with expertise in the
areas of educational media, programme design and implementation,
and non-formal adult education within the context of national
development . Ms. Walker's 11 y ears work in the development of a
community- based organization in Fiji gives her a field-oriented
perspective into the difficulties and strategies for initiating
and maintaining grass-roots activities.
In her role as Tribune Centre director, Ms. Walker is responsible
for overseeing project development and direction, staff adminis tration, coordination of activities with individuals and groups in
other countries, and the writing, editing and illustration of the
quarterly IWTC Newsletter . She is also responsible for the layout,
design and artwork in all Tribune Centre publications, and in 1978 ,
spent 5 weeks in Tehran, Iran, working with the staff of the UN
Asian and Pacific Centre for Women and Development in the production of the APCWD Women's Resource Book.
Ms. Walker's past experience in the field of women and development
is a blend of field work and academic discipline which enables her
to design and develop materials and training experiences wi~h a
theoretical basis and a strong practical bent. Following several
years working in early childhood education and youthwork in Aust ralia and th~ UK, she went to Fiji to work with a local group of
concerned women in the development of the Fiji YWCA . She assisted
in the setting-up of multi - racial sporting activities, neighbourhood groups for women (crafts, "consciousness - raising" , budgeting,
etc . ) kindergartens for the children of working mothers, and other
community activities . As Fiji YWCA National Kindergarten Supervisor,
she pioneered in the establishment of multi-racial pre-school education in Fiji, and in the training of professional staff . Concurrent with this role, she served as Fiji YWCA Youth Director for
11 years, during which time she was also involved with the Fiji
National Youth Council, Fiji Youthworkers Training Course , codirector of several South Pacific Commission youthworkers training
workshops, and a member of the Prime Minister's Task Force on Un employment. Ms . Walker became a Fiji citizen in 1972 following In dependence in 1970 .
Ms. Walker did her undergraduate work in early childhood education in
Australia . In 1972, she was awarded a scholarship to resume studies at
Indiana University, in the field of educational communications. In 1976,
she received a Ph.D. in Education, majoring in communications and adult
education. Her doctoral dissertation dealt with the use of mass media
in urban, newly- urban and rural areas of Fiji, and its relationship
to levels of political involvement and community participation. This
study is now being referred to in terms of its implications for the
use of media in non-formal education and community development acti vities in developing countries .
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VICKI J . SEMLER
Dr . Vicki J . Semler is the Tribune Centre ' s associate director , instructional materials developer and researcher . She brings to her
present position a theoretical and working knowled9e in the areas of
cross - cultural communications , appropriate communication technology ,
media material design, implementation and evaluation, and a special
interest in women and development in Latin America .
Focusing on message design , material development , and the use of integrated multi-media communication strategies, Ms . Semler has taught
several communication workshops for family planners from developing
countries . She co-produced a stide/tape presentation on the Latin
American population predicament with a Latin American colleague,
for use in secondary schools and university classes in Latin America.
In 1977, Ms. Semler worked as media consultant in the development and
field-testing in Thailand of international prototype materials that
integrate family planning with home economics . This was a project co sponsored by the American Horne Economics Association and the East West Communications Institute, Hawaii . These materials , now published
as the Working With Villagers kit , include a media component for
teaching rural field workers how to make their own teaching materials
and tools, using inexpensive, locally-available resources, and how to
use media creatively in their work with women in rural areas .

Ms . Semler ' s interest and work in the field of communications, education and development, focusing specifically on the role of women
within the _process, are evident in her activities during the past
several years . While completing her doctoral work at Indiana University, she developed and taught a course on "The Role of Women in
Latin America" , jointly sponsored by a grant from the Latin American
Studies Department and Women ' s Studies . Ms. Semler was instrumental
in the development of curriculum and teaching materials for this
course, including a bibliography of print and non - print materials ,
a collection of slides on the works of Latin American women artists,
and a proposed teaching outline.
Ms . Sernlers doctoral dissertation, A Study of Third World Family Plan ners' Views towards Women's Role in Society : A Communications Pers pective, assesses the attitudes of family planners in developing
countries regarding the present and projected roles of women in society,
and their perceptions of family planning goals, means and message
appeals directed towards women.
Ms. Semler began her work in the international field in Spain as a
participant in the Experiment in International Living . She spent her
junior year in Bogota , Colombia, where in addition to attending classes
at the Universidad de los Andes, she taught English at the National
University. In 1968 she accepted a three - year position as bi - lingual
research aide with the U. S . Embassy in Santiago , Chile . She holds a
B. A. degree in Spanish and history, an M. A. in Latin American Studies
and a Ph.D. in Education (Communications).
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MARTITA J . MIDENCE
Ms. Martita J . Midence joined the Tribune Centre staff in October 1977
on a part - time consultancy basis , to establish an information gathering
and retrieval system , and to develop an international project data bank
on women ' s projects . She a l so worked as reference l ibrarian , biblio grapher and media mater i a l s archivist and collabo r ated in the pub l i cation of the quarterly newsletters . In April 1978 , Ms . Midence became
a fu l l - time staff member.
Ms . Midence has considerable experience in the settin g u p of s peciali zed
libraries responsive to the neens of different interest groups . She was
for eight years a fa mily planning librarian , assisting i n the organizing
of the first chapter in New York of the Association of Popu l ation Libraries and Information Centers (APLIC) , and serving as the f i rst pres ident of the Washingtnn, D. C . chapter of APLIC . Concerned with creat i ng
a greater awareness regarding women and development information a mongst
specialized librarians in related fields such as population and f amil y
planning , Ms . Midence maintains liaison with APLIC both through the
local chapters and by presentat i ons at their ann u a l meeti ngs . She also
maintains contact with the social science information groups invo l ved
in UNESCO ' s UNISSIST as we l l as the local American group , INSS I ST .
Believing that the information and communication needs of women cover
a muc h broader f ield t han pur ely traditio nal p rint materials, Ms . Midence has been active i n securing materi a l s such as pos t e r s , mu sic , slo gans , folk - sayings , and sl i de sets from around the wor l d . Particu l ar interest has been taken in the co ll ection of train i ng materials which
can be adapted to meet the special needs of women engaged in develop mental activities . Ms. Midence has worked with other staff members in
establishing and cataloging a photographic slide collect i on with emphasis on the depiction of women in various activit i es (doctors , far mers , market vendors , carpenters , welders , construction yrorkers , teachers , water - carriers , etc.) . She plays an important role in compiling
subject bibliographies on specific women and development topics for
each edition of the Tribune Centre News l etter , and was also res~onsib l e
for the comp i lation of the first edition of the Centre ' s g l obal information kit , Where on Earth are the Women?
Ms . ·Midence has traveled widely in Peru , Chile , the Dominican Repu blic
and India . She holds an A. B. in political science and Spanish , an M. A.
i n Latin American Studies and an M. S. in Library Science .

VICTORIANA MEJIA MARULANDA
Ms . Vicky Mejia has worked with the Tribune Centre team since
April 1978 as Latin American Coordinator and editor of La Tribuna ,
the Centre ' s Spanish-language newsletter . In the short time that
she has worked at the Centre, she has made contact with women and
women ' s groups throughout Latin America, establishing excellent
relations and broadening the scope of the Centre ' s work enormously .
The production and distribution of a Spanish- lan0uage newsletter
specifically prepared to meet the needs and concerns of women ' s
groups in Latin America has been a goal of the Tribune Centre
since its inception in 1976 . The largest sing l e group of women at
the Tribune in 1975 came from Latin America , and they have been
virtually out of touch with subsequent developments amongst women
in other countries since that time . The addition of Ms . Mejia to
the Tribune Centre team has brought this enormous group of women
back in contact with the other participants at that historic
meeting in Mexico City .
A Colombian, Ms . Mejia is fluent in three languages - English ,
Spanish and French- having studied and worked in the U.S . A.,
Europe and Latin America . On completion of a B . A . in 1965 , she
became the first woman professor at Universidad Tecnolog i ca de
Pereira, Colombia , teaching humanities to male engineering students .
She subsequently completed an M.A . in Romance languages , Spanish
and French literature , at the University of Michigan , and completed all course work towards a doctorate . Following a year of
teaching graduate courses at Instituto Caro y Cuervo in Colombia ,
she accepted a position as assistant to the cultural attache at
the U. S. Embassy in Rogota, a job that entailed considerable
liaison work with women ' s groups in preparation for the Inter national Women ' s Year Conference in Mexico City , a conference
initially planned for Colombia .
Ms . Mejia ' s academic and work experience was further enhanced by
three years as an assistant manager in the Hyatt Corporation .
During this time, she was directly responsible for the training
and supervision of over 500 employees in the Hyatt hotel chain .
She therefore brings to the Tribune Centre programme a solid
academic and working background in literature and languages ,
training and management , and knowledge of the women ' s movement
in Latin America.
The continuance an d develo pment oi thi ; i mportant area of the
Tribune Centre progrc>.mme is de,-,endent up on funds becomin0 available .
Ms . Mejia has worked in a voluntary capacity up until this point .
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SUVIRA SNEHLATA CHATURVEDI
Ms . Suvira Chaturvedi is presently working in a voluntary capacity
as Asia and Pacifi c Coordinator for the International Women ' s Tribune
Centre . As part of this position, she is directing the compilation and
final lay - out of materials for the c ountry profiles that the Centre
hopes to produce in poster form later this year . Her work in this area
has proven invaluable in providing a general overview of the present
global position of women in national development .
The Centre has been particularly fortunate in obtaining the services
of such an experienced and well-qualified consultant on wo~en ' s affairs .
Providing funding becomes available , Ms . Chaturvedi will be offered a
full - time position, adding a much-needed Asian- reqional dimension to
the on-going work of the Centre.
Ms . Chaturvedi ' s past work experience covers a wide spectrum of United
Nations and non- governmental organizations - related activities . Most
recentl y , she has worked .as consultant to the Chancel l or of t he University of California Medical Centre , San Francisco , responsible for the
development and over- all coordination and management of community participation programmes at the university . Previous to this experience ,
she was : Consultant to the World Bank in the area of " peoplE! ' s partici pation" in development projects and the use of communication media as
effective tools in participation work : Advisor to the Karachi Municipal
Corporation , Pakistan, in the preparation of graphics , news articles /
newsletters and video programmes aimed at involving community people
in the Lyari Slum Improvement programme , with special focus on women :
Participant in the UNICEF Assignment , Addis Ababa, Ethiopia , including
field trips to rural areas and use of communication media as means of
linking rural people and government personnel in adult education pro grammes : Programme Officer , Action for Development/ PAO , based in New
Delhi, India: Programme Consultant , World YWCA , Geneva , Switzerland ,
traveling widely throughout the world assisting in the development of
programmes for women and girls: PrograIT'.IT'.e director, YWCA of India ,
developing comIT'unity action programmes relevant to local needs .
Ms. Chaturvedi has a B.Sc. degree from Isabella Thoburn College , Luck now , India. She has subsequentl y completed sraduate programmes in
biochemistry at Cornell University , New York , and Goucher College,
Maryland, and more recently c ertificates in televisio n and film production at University of California at Berk e ley .
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Peggy Antrobus
65 Elizabeth Park
Worthing P.O.
Christchurch, Barbados W. I.

BARBADOS

Coordinator, Caribbean
Coordinating Committee; former
head of Jamaican Women ' s
Bureau.

Brigalia Barn
World Council of Churches
150 route de Ferney
1211 Geneva 20, Switzerland

SOUTH AFRICA

Women's Desk , Programmes Unit,
World Council of Churches.
Particular interest in women
and politics and apartheid.

Ester Boserup
Radhusvej 19
2920 Charlottendlund
Denmark

DENMARK

Economist; author of Women's
Role in Economic Development .
Currently researching long-term
problems of population and
technology .

Elise Boulding
Institute of Behavioral Science
University of Colorado
Boulder, Colorado 80302
USA

USA

Sociologist; author of Handbook
of International Data on Women,
Women in the Twentieth Century,
and The Underside of History .

Sookja Hong
132/9 Yunki-dong
Sudaimun-ki
Seoul, Korea

KOREA

Political Scientist (EWHA
University); leader in Federation of Asian Women's Associations, International Council
of Women, Korean Council of
Women.

Aziza Hussein
10 Nassem Street
Giza
Cairo, Egypt

EGYPT

President, International Planned
Parenthood Federation. Egyptian
delegate to UN Status of Women
Commission (14 yrs).

Annie Jiagge
P . O. Box 119
Accra, Ghana

GHANA

Justice of the High Court of
Ghana. Former President of the
UN Commission on the Status of
Women.

,-Ruth E . Lechte
P . O. Box 623
Nadi , Fiji

PACIFIC

South Pacific Area Secretary ,
World YWCA . Specific interest in
women and appropriate technology .

Brigitte Linner
Svartmunkegrand 2A
SF- 20100 TURKU/AB) 10
Finland

FINLAND

Free- lance author in the fields of
sex- education and the status of women .

Patchanee Natpracha
132 Mompaew Lane
Pradipat Rd .
Bangkok 4, Thailand

THAILAND

Asian Regional Director of the International Family Planning Project of
the American Home Economics Assoc i ation .

Elizabeth O' Kelly
2 Cumberland Garden
Lloyd Square
London, WCl ,
United Kingdom

UK

Appropriate technology specialist ;
currently Chairman , Homestead Technology Panel , Int~rmediate Technology
Group , England .

Ulla Ol in
UNDP
1 , United Nations Plaza
New York , N. Y. 10017

SWEDEN /UN

Principal Office r , Division of Pro gramme Development , UNDP . Author ,
" A Case for Women as Co - Managers : The
Family as a Genera l Model of Human
Social Organization ."

Achola Pala
188- 56 85th Street
Hollis , Queens, N. Y. 11423

YJ:NYA

Anthropologist . Author , " African Women
in Rural Development : Research Trends
and Priorities. " Currently consultant ,
Population Council , New York .

Amelia Rokotuivuna
558 Ratu Mara Road
Nabua , Suva , Fiji

FIJI

Former National Executive Director ,
Fiji YWCA . Specific interest in women
and politics in the South Pacific .

Ela R. Bhatt
S . E . W. A.
c/o Textile Labour Assoc .
Ahmedabad -1, India

INDIA

General Secretary , Se lf-Employed
Women ' s Association . Specific interest
in women and trade unions .

Virginia Saurwein

USA/UN

Chief of the NGO Liaison Section at
the United Nat i ons .

Ora . Isabel Pico de Hernandez
P . O. Box 4989
Old San Juan , Puerto Rico

PUERTO
RICO

Political scientist . Current l y with
the Institute of Social Science , Uni versity of Puerto Rico . Chair of the
P . R. Status of Women Commission.
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Mildred E . Persinger

PRESIDENT

Former Chair of the IWY
Tribune Organizing Committee .
(See Personnel section for
further biographical infor mation . )

Rosalind W. Harris

TREASURER

Director , International
Social Service, American
Branch. Former President of
the Conference of Non - Govern mental Organizations in
Consultative Status with the
Economic and Social Council
of the United Nations .

Anne S . Walker

SECRETARY

Director , International Women ' s
Tribune Centre . World YWCA
United Nations rep r esentati ve .
(See Personnel section for
further biographical infor mation . )
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APCWD WOMEN ' S RESOURCE BOOK - undertaken in collaboration with the Asian and
Pacific Centre for Women and Development (APCWD) includes information on
Plan of Action , APCWD activities, regional groups , country information ,
women ' s projects , and funding i n the Asia and Pacific region .
CARIBBEAN RESOURCE BOOK FOCUSING ON WOMEN IN DEVELOPMENT - joint production of
I WTC and Jamaican Women ' s Bureau and Extra - Mural Department of t he University
of the West Indies includes information on projects and organisations ,
financial and technical assistance , bibliography and regional Plan of
Action for the English - speaking Caribbean .
WHERE ON EARTH ARE THE WOMEN: A GLOBAL INFORMATION KIT - prepared for the 1978
UN Commission on the Status of Women and contains a listing of
women ' s international information networks , resource centres , archives , etc .;
basic list of journals, periodicals , news l etters that are international
in scope and that are by , for and about women ; a list of free or low- cost
publications on various aspects of development .
NEWSLETTERS issues 4 - 7 in English and issue 1 in Spanish. A quarte r ly
project - oriented publication presenting information on women and development
activities around t he wo r ld , -resource ma t erials and technical assistance
groups , seminars and conferences , and United Nations news .

••
CARIBBEAN WOMEN SPEAK OUT - accompanies the Caribbean Resource Book and presents
a visualization of the regional Plan of Action for the English - speaking
Caribbean . Produced in collaboration with the Jamaican Women ' s Bureau
and Extra - Mural Department of the University of the West Indies .
DECLARATION OF AMERICAN WOMEN - visualization of U. S.A. National Conference
of Women at Houston , Texas in November , 1977 .
WOMEN IN THE LABOUR FORCE: AN INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVE - visualization of
statistical data regarding women ' s role in the labour force . First
in a series of mini- slide sets (20 slides each) on women and world
development .
DISARMAMENT : A WOMAN ' ISSUE - sets out major issues in the area of arms
control and disarmament and puts them within the context of the overall
objectives of the UN Decade for Women: Equality , Development , and Peace .
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The following organizations and a9encies are among those with which
the Tribune Centre currently exchanges information and pub l ications :*

UNITED NATIONS AND SPECIALIZED AGENCIES :
African Training and Research Centre for Women , UN/ECA , Ethiopia
Asian and Pacific Centre for Women and Development , UN/ESCAP , Iran
Branch for the Advancement of Women , CSDHA
Comision Interamericana para la Mujer
Economic Commission for Latin America , New York and Santiago
Food and Agricultural Organization, Women ' s Programme, Rome
International Labour Office , New York and Geneva
Pan American Health Organization
UNICEF/ NGO Division
UNICEF/ IYC
UNDP
UNESCO Co - operative Action Programme
UNESCO, Paris
UNFPA

INTERNATIONAL NON - GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS (NGO ' S)
Associat"ed Country Women of the World , London
FIDA/Federacion Internacional de Abogadas , Tehran
International Alliance for Women , London
International Council of Social Democratic Women
London
International Council of Women , Paris
International Federation of Business and Professional Women , London
International Federation of University Women , Geneva
International Social Service , Geneva
International Youth and Student Movement for the UN , Geneva
Pan Pacific and South East Asia Women ' s Association, Seoul
Soroptimist International , Philadelphia
Women ' s International Democratic Federation , Berlin
Women ' s International League for Peace and Freedom , Geneva
Women ' s Universal Movement ,· New York
World Association of Girl Guides and Girl Scouts , London
World Federation of United Nations Associations , Geneva
World Young Women ' s Christian Association , Geneva
Zonta International, Chicago
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REGIONAL AND NATIONAL WOMEN'S NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS
Advisory Council on the Status of Women, Canada
Association of African Women for Research and Development, Senegal
Civic Assembly of Women of the Philippines
Committee on Women, New Zealand
Cuban Women's Federation
Federation of Japanese Women's Organizations
Fiji National Council of Women
Institute for Women's Studies in the Arab World, Lebanon
National Commission on the Role of Filipino Women
National Council of Women of the Republic of Korea
National Council on Women and Development, Ghana
Ontario Status of Women Council, Canada
Pacific and Asian Women's Forum, Thailand
Pacific Women's Resource Centre, Fiji
Steering Committee for a Women's Centre, Ireland
VKW, The Netherlands
Women's Affairs Bureau, Australia
Women's National Commission, United Kingdom
Women's Resource Centre, Ontario Institute for Studies
in Education, Canada
YWCA of Australia
YWCA of Canada
YWCA of Fiji
ThCA of Papua New Guinea
YWCA of Samoa

NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS WITH A SPECIFIC ORIENTATION:
APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY:
Appropriate Technology Development Association, India
Research Policy Program, University of Lund, Sweden
South Pacific Appropriate Technology Foundation, Papua New Guinea
Technoserve, Inc.
TOOL/Stichting Technische Ontwikkeling Ontwikkelings Landen,
The Netherlands
Tranet
VITA/Volunteers in Technical Assistance
World Health Organization, Appropriate Technology Newsletter, Switzerland
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NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS WITH A SPECIFIC ORIENTATION (CONT ' D)
COMMUNICATION AND EDUCATION:
African - American Institute
African Bibliographic Center
East-West Communication Institute, University of Hawaii
English-Speaking Union
International Educational Development
Institute of Cultural & Social Studies , University of Leiden , The Netherlands
Institute of Social Research & Education Women's Centre, India
Non-Formal Education Information Center , Institute for International
Studies in Education, Michigan State University
World Association for Christian Communication, UK
World Education

DEVELOPMENT, GENERAL:
African Trade Union
Bangladesh Rural Advancement Committee (BRAC), Bangladesh
CUSO, Canada
Clearinghouse on Development Communications
Inter-American Development Bank
International Human Assistance Programs
International Institute of Rural Reconstruction , Philippines
International Program for Human Resource Development
Institute for the Study-and Application of Integrated Development, Canada
Land Tenure Center , University of Wisconsin
Pan American Development Foundation
PASITAM , International Development Institute, Indiana University
Pan African Institute for Development, Switzerland , Cameroons, and Upper Volta
Reading Rural Communications Bulletin, Agricultural Extension and
Rural Development Centre, University of Reading, UK
Rural Communications , UK
SERVV
South Pacific Bureau for Economic Co-operation (SPEC) , Fiji
TAICH/Technical Assistance Information Clearinghouse of the American
Council of Voluntary Agencies for Foreign Service
World Neighbors

DEVELOPMENT , WOMEN:
Black Women ' s Community Development Foundation
Consultants in Development
DELFI/Desarrollo Economico Laboral Femenino Integrado , Costa Rica
International Koster of Women Scholars and Professionals
NGO Decade for Women Committee
Overseas Education Fund of the League of Women Voters
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DEVELOPMENT, WOMEN (cont ' d):
Secretariat for Women in Development, New TransCentury Foundation .
Subcommittee on Women in Development, American Co uncil of Voluntary
Agencies in Foreign Service
Women in Development (Mujeres en Desarrollo/ MUDE), Dominican Republic
Women ' s World Banking
PEACE AND DISARMAMENT
American Friens Service Committee
Another Mother for Peace
Institute for World Order
International Fellowship of Reconciliation, The Netherlands
International Peace Bureau , Switzerland
NGO Disarmament Committee, New York and Geneva
Women ' s International League for Peace and Freedom , Switzerland
Women's Strike for Peace
World Peace Council
POPULATION
Center for Demography and Ecology , University of Wisconsin
International Family Planning Project of AHEA
International Planned Parenthood Federation, UK
Pathfinder Fund
Planned Parenthood Federation
Population Crisis Committee
Population Council
Population Reference Bureau
Population Institute
Population and Nutrition Projects Dept., International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development
WORLD AND REGIONAL COUNCILS OF CHURCHES
World Council of Churches, Women ' s Desk , Programme Unit , Geneva
Caribbean · Council of Churches , Barbados
Middle East Council of Churches, Lebanon
National Council of Churches , USA
Pacific Conference of Churches, Fiji
*Where not stated specifically , organizations listed are based
in the United States.
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U. S . AGENCIES AND NON- GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS WITH INTERNATIONAL
ORIENTATION :
ACTION
Agency for International Development , Office of Women in Development
Washington , D. C .
Agency for International Development, Office of Rural Development,
Washington , D.C .
CARE , New York
Center for Democratic Action , California
Center o~ Concern , Washington, D. C .
Department of Labor , Women ' s Bureau , Washington , D. C .
Ford Foundation, New York
Foundation for the Peoples of the South Pacific , New York
Micronesian Support Committee , Hawaii
Nation a l Spiritual Assembly of the Baha ' is, New York
PACT/ Private Agencies Collaborating Together, New York
Rockefeller Brothers Fund , New York
Save the Children Federation and Community Development Foundation , New York
Tinker Foundation , New York
US Committee for UNICEF , New York
UN We Believe , New York
World Order Research Institute , Villanova , Pennsylvania
YWCA, National Board , New York

U. S. WOMEN ' S GROUPS
American Association of University Women, Washington , D. C .
Association for Women in Psychology, New York
Business and Professional Women ' s Foundation , Washington , D. C .
Comision Femenil Mexicana Nacional , California
Institute for Studies in Equality , California
League of Women Voters , Washington , D. C.
National Council of Negro Women , New York
National Organization of Women , Washington , D. C . and New York
Pan American Liaison Committee of Women ' s Organizations , Washington , D. C .
Rural American Women, Washington, D. C.
Women Speak Out , Ohio
Women ' s Center, New York
Women ' s Collection, Northwestern University Library, Illinois
Women ' s Educational Equity Communication Network , California
Women 's Equity Action League , Washington , D. C.
Working Women United Institute , New York
U. S . WOMEN ' S GROUPS - CHURCH - AFFILIATED
Church
United
United
United

Women United, National Council of Churches
Methodist Church , World Division , Board of Global Ministries .
Presbyterian Church , Unit of Ministries with the Laity
Church of Christ , Women's Committee
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Certain women ' s groups maintain their own international infor mation exchange services which the Tribune Centre regularly contri butes to and benefits from . The following organizations are part of
a growing world- wide network of women ' s resource and information
services :

Canadian Newsletter of Research on Women , O . I . S . E .
International Center for Research on Women
ISIS / International Information and Communication Service
MATCH , Canada
Secretariat for Women in Development
Women ' s International Network News
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In addition to the previousl y listed agencies and organizations
with which the IWTC exchanges information and publications, the English
edition of the newsletter is distributed in the following quantities
to the regions :
TOTAL NUMBER
REGION
DISTRIBUTED
Africa
Asia (South and West) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Asia (South East and Far East) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Australia, New Zealand, and
the Pacific _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Canada and the United States* _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Europe (East) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Europe (West) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Caribbean _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Middle East _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Regional Sub- Total:

400
450
450
300
300
70
300
170
llO
2 , 550

2 , 550

123
20
50
193

193

The English edition of the Newsletter is
distributed throughout the United Nations
in the following quantities:
UN Missions _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
UN Departments _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
UN Specialized Agencies _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
UN Sub- Total:
Bulk distribution of the Newsletter is
also provided in the following quantities to :

BO!.~

UN Branch for the Advancement of Women _ _ __
UNDP Regional Representatives _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

25
155

(upon request)
UN Regional Centers (ESCAP , ECA, ECLA ,
ECWA - 25 each) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

100

m,/NGO Office, Geneva/New York _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
UNICEF/NGO _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
African/American Trade Union** - - - - - - - - Baha ' i International Community**- - - - - - - -

100
25
30
60
495
TOTAL :

*Distributed in the United States by subscription only.
**Distributed through organization ' s regular mailings to
field representatives overseas.
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495
3,238

Prior to the publication and distribution of the first Spanish - edition
of the Newsletter in July 1978 , a letter was sent to over 1 , 000 individuals
and organizations in Latin America who had either attended the 1975 IWY
Tribune or were known to be active in women and development activities . The
purpose of the letter was three - fold :
(1) to inform individuals/groups of
Tribune Centre activities and of the forthcoming Spanish - edition of the
Newsletter; (2) to request ideas/ areas of interest and project activities
to be included in the Newsletter; and (3) to obtain address - correction information and additional names to be added to the Latin American mailing l ist .
This la st point was of particular importance due to the 3- year time lapse
since direct contact had been made with all Latin American participants
who attended the 1975 Tribune .
As a result of this first letter , the mailing list was added to and
revised . The present mailing list is now comprised qf 1250 names representing
individuals or organizations in every Spanish - speaking country in Central and
South America and the Caribbean.
Due to postal delivery delays, responses to this initial letter are
still being received. Of particular interest are the subject areas
mentioned by the respondents as priority items . These are , in order of
number of requests , as follows:
WOMEN AND HEALTH - including health services for rural women , maternal
child health care, malnutrition during pregnancy, child malnutrition
and related health problems , better health through home gardening .
STATUS OF WOMEN - including the judicial status of Latin American
women and the need to know their rights , participation of women in
decision - making roles, women in politics , status of women in the
family , c:uality of role for women as center of the " old " family unit
and as wage earners , and problems of the adaptation of women to the
fast changes due to her added responsabilities and independence .
WOMEN AND EDUCATION - including non - formal education , vocational and
technical training , sex education , and development of exisiting skills
of urban women .
WOMEN IN THE LABOUR FORCE - including wage and employment discrimination ,
subsistence economy, and trade unions .
RURAL WOMEN - cooperatives and crafts.
WOMEN AND THE MEDIA - mass-communications and non - formal education media .
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COUNTRY

Jamaica

United States

New Zealand

COMMENT

• As

you have no doubt heard , we had a formal
presentation of the Resource Book and Slide/
Tape Presentation at the Steering Committee
Meeting in Barbados last week . Everyone was
delighted with the material and we would like
once again to thank you most warmly for the
excellent work which you did in preparing
them . They will be of immense value in our
work in the Caribbean , and I believe there
is already a demand for them in other areas . "
Sybil Francis, Director of Studies , Social
Welfare Training Centre , University of the
West Indies ."

0

The Centre ' s Caribbean Resource Book arrived
yesterday . It looks so attractive I
immediately settled down to read it , and I
am writing to congratulate you and the Centre
staff and all your colleagues in the
Caribbean who helped produce this new resource
for women . " Betty Williams, Liaison Officer ,
International Family Planning Project , American
Home Economics Association .•

" A copy of your Centre's information has been
handed over to us by New Zealand ' s deleqate
to the recent meeting of the Commission on the
Status of Women . I would like to congratulate
you on this and the work you are doing . If
there is any specific information you would
like, we would be pleased to help . We would
be pleased if you could ensure that we are on
your distribution list , as we can circulate the
very valuable material it contains ." Nicky
Hill, Executive Officer, Committee on Women ,
The Treasury .•
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COMMENT

UNDP

" I woul.J like to take this opportunity to
congratulate you and your staff and APCWD
for the above- mentioned publication (APCWD
Women ' s Resource Book) , a copy of which you
have kindly provided me with . I am enjoying
reading it , as the presentation is neat , concise
and relevant ." Jacqueline Mafi , Re g ional
Projects Officer , Regional Bureau for Asia and
the Pacific .

United States

"I was very glad that I had several hours this
afternoon to read the APCWD Resource Book .
I
wish to extend t o you from a ll at FSP our sincere
congratulations on a job extremely well done ."
Elizabeth Silverstein , President , The Foundation
for the Peoples of the South Pacific , Inc .

Barbados

"On behalf of the Committee , and indeed all
Caribbean women , I want to congratulate you and
thank you very much indeed for the production of
the Caribbean Resource Book and Slide/Tape .
Together they_ created tremendous impact when
they were presented at our recent meeting and
requests for copies of the Caribbean Resource
Book have already been pouring in . Once again ,
we cannot find words to "thank you enough for
the magnificent job you have done . The effective
way , I think , will be to ask you to do some more
work with us. " Peggy Antrobus , Coordinator ,
Caribbean Women ' s Coordinating Committee .

COUNTRY

COMMENT

Barbados

"In fact ... we have worked out a full proposal
for your services to the Coordinator in
designing all the material for our documentation
and distribution system ! Peggy Antrobus ,
Coordinator , Caribbean Women's Coordinating
Committee .

Puerto Rico

"I must say I got the Caribbean Resource Book ,
thank you very much.
It is very good but needs
to be expanded to the Spanish Caribbean . Now
it is a good opportunity . We are planning a
seminar to be held in Puerto Rico with the
participation of women from all island and
countries which have access to the Caribbean,
including Venezuela, Colombia, Mexico , Central
American countries and the Hispanic Antilles.
The seminar is to be held in May 1979 . We
would like to know whether you will be interested in participating and work on a slide show
like the one you prepared for the English speaking seminar ( ... in June , 1977) . ··
Isabel Pico , Socinl Science Research Centre ,
University of Puerto Rico, San Juan .

UN/Economic Commission
for Africa , Ethiopia .

"Ki ndly send us information on obtaining the
Caribbean Resource Book, APCWD Women ' s Resource
Book , and Where on Earth Are the Women? Are
there plans at IWTC for an Africa Region sourc e
book? If Not, ATRCW would be interested in
taking up the project. " Nancy Hafkin , Publications
Officer , African Training and Research Centre
for Women .

UN/Economic and Social
Commission for Asia &
the Pacific , Iran

" ... we are producing a skills manual from the last
training course . If I send you the draft would
you find time to help us with layout, publishing
quotes and possibly grahics ... also of course I
would love some feedback, comments , suggestions ,
etc. " Elizabeth Reid, Director , a . i ., Asian and
Pacific Centre for Women and Development .
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COUHTRY

COMMENT

St. Vincent

" It was so nice to receive the double issue of
the newsletter.
It is packed with information
and ideas which will be very helpful to us ."
Sheila Douyan , President , St . Vincent Na t iona l
Council of Women.

Philippines

" This is to acknowledge with sincere t hanks the
receipt of your newsletter. Your pub l ication
would be very useful to us especia l ly in our
rural reconstruction program. " Angustia M.
Vinegas, International Institute of Rural
Reconstruction .

UN/Economic Commission
for Africa , Ethiopia

" The African Training and Research Centre for
Women received with much delight the July 1978
issue of the Tribune News l etter . As a first
request , would it be possible for us to receive
three additional copies of this issue . The
demand for it here is great ." Nancy Hafkin ,
Publications Officer , African Training and
Research Centre for Women .

UNICEF

" Thank you for the July 1978 issue of your
organisation ' s newsletter , which I have just
received and have found most interesting.
I
look forward to receiving your next newsletter . .
and would also request you to send me, if possible,
six copies of the Spanish edition newsletter ."
Nancy Cain, Asst. Supply Specifications Officer ,
UNICEF .

Switzerland

" We would like to thank you for Newsletter 7 . It
appears to us as a very interesting publication
and we are sending you herewith our l eaflet on
" African Rural Development " which contains a
series of addresses of the local leading persons
of PAID. Could you kindl y send your publications
also to them? " Fe rnand Vincent, Secretary
General , PanAfrican Institute for Development .
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Malaysia

" Thank you very much indeed for sending International Women's Tribune Centre newsletter regu larly to us . We find this newsletter very
interesting and related to our field and would
be most grateful if 5 copies be extended to us
instead of two." Noormal Syed Ahmad , Federation
of Family Planning Associations .

Thailand

" The newsletter is highly useful in helping me,
in my work as the editor of Satri - Sarn Woman ' s
Weekly , as materials for information to over
sixty thousand readers, both men and women , to
enlighten them on matters concerning women ' s
activities around the world in acco r dance with
UN Decade and World Plan ." Nilawan Pintang ,
Editor , Satri- Sarn Woman ' s Weekly .

Sudan

"I am grateful to you also for sending me your
invaluable Newsletter and I hope to remain always
on your mailing list , as a journalist I want
to be well informed in the kind of information
that your Newsletter is giving . Zeinab el - Fatih
el - Badawi , Library , University of Khartoum .

Benin

"Nous avons eu le plaisir de lire le journal que
vous avez bien voulu nous envoyer .. .. "
Hippolyte da Silva , Coordinateur, Comite National
du Benin pour la promotion de la Famille.

United States

"Congratulations on the International Women ' s Tribune
Centre and the Newsletter.
Every time I turn the
page I wonder what next the IWD bird is doing .
Such clever graphics for such personalized
substantive material , so well geared for the
supportive needs of women at the level where help
is most needed, it seems to me. " Marjorie Banks ,
Syracuse, New York.
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Fiji

"This reply is rather late in coming but it
is sent none the less with many thanks for
your search efforts on my behalf . " Noeleen
Shelton, YWCA, Suva, Fiji .

Australia

"Just a quick thank you note to tell you how
much I have appreciated all your assistance
in understanding and locating information
about Women in Development . I have been busy
writing to some of the sources in your manual.
and calling some of the local people . Best
wishes for the continued success of the
Centre.
I will look forward to calling in
again on you next year.- -~ Louise Hode l l ,
Lecturer , School of Teacher Education ,
Western Australia Institute of Technology.

United States

" I have jus t returned from our series of
seminars and fie l d trips and I wanted to le t
you know how much I enjoyed the afternoon I
spent with you and the other peopLe at the
Centre . Thanks again for the very encouraging
session , and I hope t o see you again soon ."
Jan Crocker , School for International Training .

United Kingdom

"May I congratulate you on all you have achieved
since Mexico? It is most encouraging for once
to see an International meeting which is
followed up , you should have a lot to report
by 1980 ." Elizabeth O ' Kelly , Chairman , .H omestead
Technology Panel, Intermediate Techno l o gy
Development Group .

Barbados

"It was so good to see you in New York and such
a pleasure to meet with you all.
I always feel
very " at home " in the Tribune office : it has
that kind of atmosphere. !(eep it up . " Peggy
Antrobus, Coordinator, Caribbean Women ' s Coordinating
Committee .
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Argentina

"Me parece muy importante la labor que Ustedes
desarrollan y ha 1e{do con interes el Bolet i n
que me remiten regularmente . La idea de iniciar
una publicaci6n del bolet f n informativo en
espa'nol , creo que ampliar£ fundamentalmente la
red de informaci6n de America Latina ." Claudia
Van Loe , Secretaria General , Instituto de
Desarrollo Social y Promoci6n Humana .

United States

" . .. me comunica que el Centro de_ la Tribuna
publicart un bolet i n informativo en espan ol . ..
permitame manifestarle que este proyecto me
parece del mayor interes ya que l a difusi6 n de
las actividades de la mujer constituye un
valioso aporte en la tarea por su promocitn e
incorporaci6n en el proceso de desarrollo de
nuestros pueblos ." Gabriela To u chard de L6 pez ,
Presidenta , Comision Interamericana de Mujeres .

Colombia

" ... la publicacidn en espanol del bolet f n creo
que es de gran trascendencia, y estamos seguras
que los t t picos ~nunciados se r an de gran interls
general . Esperamos ansiosas su arrivo ." Marina
Forero de Gonzalez , Coordinadora de Prensa y
Divulgacitn , Consejo Regional de las Americas
del CIDEM .

United States

"Recib i el Bolet i n Informativo #1 que acabo de
leer , y deseo felicitarles por el resu l tado .
Como podr t'a suscribirme para recibir los prt ximos
numeros y cuando aparecer l n? Otra vez,
congratulaciones ." Ana Richter , Comisi6n de
Derechos Humanos , Misi6n de la Republica Argentina
antes las Naciones Unidas .

Ecuador

"Felicitaciones mil por la elaboraci6'n de una
publicaci6n en espa ?rol dedicada a los pa { ses
del tercer mundo, y especialmente mi querido
Ecuador . " Julia Moreno Polo , Club Guadalupano .
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